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On the theoretical basis about the relation between industrialization and job issues, the topic focus on analyzing situation of effects of industrialization in job issues for labor force in outskirts of Hanoi; evaluating, and analyzing theses effects and suggesting solutions and policies to solve the relation between industrialization and job; exploiting positive effects and limit negative effects.
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On the theoretical basis about the relation between industrialization and job issues, the topic focus on analyzing situation of effects of industrialization in job issues for labor force in outskirts of Hanoi; evaluating, and analyzing theses effects and suggesting solutions and policies to solve the relation between industrialization and job; exploiting positive effects and limit negative effects.

Research aims and tasks:

- Explaining definition and content of industrialization, definition of job and the relation between industrialization and job for labor in outskirts of Hanoi.
- Researching and collecting experiences to solve the relation between industrialization process and job for labor in outskirts in some countries
- Analyzing and evaluating situation of effects in job issues for labor in outskirts scientifically and objectively.
- giving opinions, trends, and solutions to solve the relation between job issues and industrialization process in Vietnam in general and Hanoi in particular
**Topic’s structure:**

Except preface, conclusion and a list of supplementary document, topic’s main contents consist of 3 chapters:

- Chapter 1: Relation between industrialization and job in rural areas
- Chapter 2: Situation of effects of industrialization in job for labor in outskirts in Hanoi
- Chapter 3: Opinion, and solutions to deal with job issues for labor in outskirts in Hanoi in industrialization process

**Research achievement:**

- Explaining definition and content of industrialization and definition of job and relation between industrialization process and job issues for labor in outskirts in Hanoi.
- Researching and collecting experiences in solving relation between industrialization process and job solution for labor in rural areas scientifically and objectively.
- Giving opinions and basic solutions to solve relation between job issues for labour in outskirts and industrialization process.